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Mr. President of Confederación Panamericana de Roller Sports
Carlos Orlando Ferreira Pinzón
By this letter we come to you to reject your letter of June 23 last sent signed together with Mr.
Armando Quintanilla – to the President of FIRS, Mr. Sabatino Aracu, which involves lying and
deplorable accusations to our and other affiliated Federations.
You have asks that FIRS "ignore the event in Brazil" – not even naming the event organizer
which is the Brazilian Confederation of Hockey and Roller Skating - an affiliate which together
with Argentina and USA, co-founded the CPRS in a time when you was not even part of the
world of roller skating.
I can mention this because I started back in 1970 as an athlete and have played at the Pan
American Games in Puerto Rico in 1979 - soon after the founding of the CPRS - and I do not
remember your important person being around.
Yes, I was a Pan American athlete and played several times in the FIRS World Championships,
so I was not born as a political opportunist like you and the others which now follow and supports
you.
You, personally and on a dictatorial manner, without the support or knowledge of its Executive
Committee - mainly me, the first vice president and only member elected together with you in the
last Assembly of 2011 and, even more, I am the President of a founder member federation of the
Pan American Confederation - sent a note to the National Olympic Committees on a treacherous
way, as you did on the backs of your own affiliates to avoid participate in an event organized by
the Brazilian Confederation.
Beyond the moral absurdity, you also totally ignore the concept of loyalty because the Brazilian
Confederation voted for you and was part of your electoral project since 2007.
On the 11th of June last we met (Brazil + Argentina) with you in Buenos Aires to personally reject
your letter to the NOCs, but also with the clear intention to calm the waters and make clear all
views of the confederations of Brazil and Argentina in terms of needs and future actions to help
the development of roller skating in south America and that is not our intention at all, to boycott
the events of the Pan American confederation.
While in 2011 you told us that this should be your last mandate, in this meeting you have now
made it absolutely clear that you want to stay as President CPRS, however, under pressure of
your new political allies you remain taking unthinkable attitudes, such as to send this new Note,
now threatening FIRS itself!
Also, it is time for people knows how you behaved last March in the Assembly of the South
American confederation in Santiago where you’ve commanded a whole circus of illegalities that
have re-elected Mr. Armando Quintanilla and destroyed the union we had in South America,
reason of the detailed denunciation already submitted by Argentina and Brazil to the FIRS.
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Now, in our recent meeting in Buenos Aires on 11 of June last, you have told us that this has
been great for the Pan American confederation because the South American confederation may
eventually close its doors. So, you have promoted a total disunity in the South American
confederation, supported by some people that I imagine had no idea of your true intentions.
In that assembly, in addition to having passed all illegalities, you made several accusations
against the leadership of FIRS – even you being a VP of it, which I've rejected at that very right
moment. From all these facts there are more than ten witnesses who were on the room of the
Assembly.
You have passed all the limits of your duties as President of the CPRS and threatened the
freedom and autonomy of its affiliated by terrorist threatening of sanctions on a fanciful manner,
in addition to treacherously communicate directly to our National Olympic Committees without
prior notification to the affiliated Federations.
We all know the story of how you have arrived and been opportunistic in charge of the CPRS,
betraying Ernesto Gonzalez Molina (RIP). Nobody told me, I’ve heard personally from him.
However, there are several witnesses still alive who knows it and that in due time can confirm it.
By the way, if you look around you’ll find them at your own side.
With these attitudes, how come you still want to stay in front of the Pan American confederation,
being that neither your own country, Colombia, does not approve you on that position? It is surely
not this type of leader that serious people commanding affiliated Federations wants. You have
passed all the limits of politics, ethics and morality.
So, because of your conduct as President of the CPRS, you let us no choice but to talk to other
Federations, according to the statutes of the CPRS, requesting an extra-ordinary Assembly to
make yourself portray so the Assembly decides what is best for the roller skating family in the
Americas.

Moacyr Neuenschwander Junior
Presidente
Confederação Brasileira de Hóquei e Patinação
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